USING THE AMA FORMAT

The AMA format is widely used for citing sources in medical research. This information, created by the American Medical Association, is taken from *AMA Manual of Style: A Guide for Authors and Editors* (10th Edition). For additional guidelines, please consult the manual at the Client Services Desk of the Medical Sciences Library.

CITATIONS IN THE BODY OF THE PAPER

Cite each source in numerical order using superscript Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3,...). Put these numerals *outside* commas and periods, and *inside* semicolons and colons (see examples below). Put a comma (no space in front) between the numbers for multiple citations (see *Example 2*). Join a closed series with a hyphen (see *Example 3*).

*Example 1:* A review of regulations has been complete by the WHO. 15
*Example 2:* The data were as follows, 3,4.
*Example 3:* As previously reported, 11-14,25

CITATIONS IN THE REFERENCE LIST

At the end of the document, list references *numerically in the order by which they were cited in the text.* Single-space within citations and double-spaces between citations. (Cite references parenthetically in the text if a work is not yet accepted for publication or is a personal communication. See *AMA Manual of Style, 10th Edition,* for more specifics.)

BOOKS

**Book with One Author:**


**Book with Two to Six Authors:** Separate the authors' names using a comma.

**Book with Seven or More Authors:** List the first three authors, and then put "et al."

**Book with an Editor:**


**Book by an Organization:**


**Book of Second or Later Edition:**

Using the AMA Format (continued)

Book Chapter:

JOURNALS

Print Journal Article: (Use month of publication if no volume or issue given.)

Online Journal Article: (Include page numbers if article also available in print. See below.)

WEB SITES
Cite the author (if given), title of item cited (if none given, use the organization name), name of the Web site, URL, published date (if given), updated date (if given) and accessed date.


ONLINE NEWSPAPERS: (For a print newspaper article, follow same as below, but omit the URL.)

ONLINE GOVERNMENT/ORGANIZATION REPORTS

ONLINE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS/PRESENTATIONS
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